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Session 1 – suffixes -ous and -sion 

 
Adding the suffix -ous turns a noun into an adjective. It means 'full of'. 

For example: Dangerous means 'full of danger'. 

Spelling rules Examples 

When you add -ous to a word ending with 'e', drop the 'e', then add -ous. 
Adventure becomes 
adventurous. 

When you add -ous to a word ending in 'y', replace the 'y' with 'i', then add -ous. Fury becomes furious. 

When you add -ous to a word that ends with 'our', 'our' becomes 'or', then add -
ous. 

Humour becomes humorous. 

 

The suffix -sion is often used to change a verb into a noun.  

For example: Explode becomes explosion.  

Spelling rules  

The -sion suffix is often added to words that end in de, se, d or s. You need to drop these letter(s) before you add -sion.  

For example:  

• divide = division 
• revise = revision 
• expand = expansion 
• express = expression 

 

Complete the activity sheets. Answers are at the end. 

Activity 1 focuses on words ending in the suffix -ous. 

Remember: There are three spelling rules to follow when you use the suffix -ous. Think carefully about which rule is 
being used. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Activity 1 

 

 



 

 

 

 



Activity 2 

First, complete this activity by choosing the words in the paragraph that are spelled incorrectly. The correct spelling 
would have been the suffix -sion.  

For example: 'Exploshun' should be spelled 'explosion'. 

Then write a new sentence for each word you select, making sure to spell it correctly. 

For example: The explosion lit up the sky like a firework! 

 

 

 

Activity 3 

Design a poster that teaches children in the year below you about the suffixes -ous and -sion. 

You will need to explain what they are and show some examples of when you would use them. 

Your poster could include: 

• A big, bright title  
• Bold, bright colours 
• What -ous and -sion mean 
• Word examples of -ous and -sion 
• Pictures 

Hang your poster up in your house to teach your family all about suffixes! If you take a photograph remember to post it 
on the padlet page.  

 



 

Answers: 

Activity 1: 

Challenge 1 – part 1: you should have underlined -ous in each word. 

Part 2: 

 

Challenge 2: 

You should have ticked: serious, obvious, glamorous, mountainous, nervous. 

Challenge 3: 

a) spontaneous 

b) serious 

c) enormous 

d) courageous 

e) outrageous 

f) curious 

 

Activity 2 

 

 

 



 


